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Council for Licensed Conveyancers 
Minutes of the Council meeting held on  

Thursday 24 January 2019 
Room LGA WeWork  

131 Finsbury Pavement, London EC2A 1NT 
9.30 a.m. – 12.30 p.m. 

Council Present 

Dame Janet Paraskeva (Chair) Mr. A. Clark  
Mr. A. Cogbill 
Ms. H. Foster 
Mr. Q. Quayle 
Ms. S. Szarka 

Ms. S. Debney 
Ms. T. Perchard 
Ms. A. Pierce 
Mr. C. Wilby 

CLC in attendance  

Mr. S. Ward Director of Strategy and External Relations  
Mr. S. Blandy Director of Regulatory Standards 
Mr. J. Hinrichsen Director of Finance and Operations 
Ms. A. Cosens 
Mr. J. Sacker 

Head of Executive Office (Minutes)  
Deputy Director of Communications (for item 9 ) 

Also Present 

Kerry Jack, Black Letter Law (for item 9) 

1. Welcome, Introductions, Apologies and Declarations of Interest

Apologies for absence were received from Sheila Kumar.

The Council congratulated officers on a well-attended and successful annual
conference on 23 January 2019.

2. Minutes and Matters Arising

a) Minutes of the meeting held on 1 November 2018

The Council AGREED that minutes of the meeting of the Council held on 
1 November 2018 be approved as a correct record.

b) Actions arising from previous meetings

The Council reviewed actions arising from its previous meetings. 

For publication
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At its last meeting, the Council had agreed to review its Terms of Reference when 
work on the governance review was completed.   

All other actions were either completed or were included on the forward 
programme of work. 

The Council NOTED progress with actions arising from previous meetings. 

3. Chief Executive’s Report

The Director of Regulatory Standards presented a report on current issues.

In addition to the updates contained within the report, the Council was advised 

that:
• The CLC has responded to the LSB’s consultation on Internal Governance 

Rules.  The proposed rule change will require an amendment to the 
Appointments Regulations to specify that the Chair of Council must be a lay 
member.  The LSB has indicated that it is likely to approve any rule change 
by exemption direction.  Any required changes will similarly be reflected within 
the corporate governance arrangements.

• An HM Treasury/Home Office roundtable discussion on anti-money 
laundering has been rescheduled to 13 February 2019.  The Chair or Council 
will be attending the discussion.

• Chair of the Legal Services Panel, Sarah Chambers had joined Council 
members for a working informal dinner and had observed that the pace of 
transparency implementation changes varies between regulators, which may 
impact on the CLC's implementation timetable. 

The report included practices’ compliance with the transparency requirements.  It 
was agreed to include updates on compliance within the weekly newsletter to 
Council. 

The Council: 
(1) NOTED the Chief Executive’s report and current progress with current

activities and forthcoming meetings; and
(2) AGREED that updates on practices’ compliance with the transparency

requirements be included within weekly newsletters to Council.

Action: Jan/19/01 To include compliance information within weekly Council 
newsletters. 

4. Management Report

a) Q4 Performance Out-turn

The Director of Finance and Operations introduced the Q4 performance outturn, 
which had been reviewed by the Audit and Risk Committee at its meeting on 15 
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January 2019, and which included a summary of probate licenses as requested at 
the Council meeting on 1 November 2018. 

The Council NOTED key issues contained in the reporting suite of papers. 

b) Interventions and Watchlist

The Council reviewed current watchlist and intervention activity.  

The Council requested a report to review lessons learnt from a specific 
intervention case at a future meeting. 

  The Council: 
(1) NOTED the Watchlist and interventions report; and
(2) AGREED to request officers to provide a review of lessons learnt from

interventions.

Action: Jan/19/02 To review of lessons learnt from interventions at a future  
meeting. 

c) Principal Risk Register

The Council was advised that the principal risk register had been reviewed by the 
Audit and Risk Committee at its meeting on 15 January 2019, who had concurred 
with the amendments proposed by the Senior Management Team commended it 
to Council for adoption.   

The Council requested officers to review the potential impact of practices 
switching to CLC regulation and to reflect any issues identified on the principal 
risk register. 

The Council 
(1) NOTED the SMT’s assessment of the status of the Principal Risks; and
(2) APPROVED the Principal Risk Register as recommended by the Audit and

Risk Committee.
(3) AGREED to include the potential impact of practices switching to CLC

regulation on the principal risk register if appropriate.

Action: Jan/19/03 To reflect the impact of practices switching to CLC 
regulation on the principal risk register if appropriate. 

Business Plan 2018 – End of Year Progress Report 

The Director of Strategy and External Relations introduced a report which advised 
of progress against the 2018 business plan. 

The Council noted that speaker packs to promote CLC qualifications and to link 
with publicising apprenticeship routes would be published this month.  The packs 
will support presentations in schools and will also be disseminated through the 
Society for Licensed Conveyancers. 
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The Council NOTED the 2018 year end Business Plan report. 

d) Property and Law News Round Up

The Director of Strategy and External Relations introduced the current property 
and law digest.  The budget briefing would be appended to the news round up 
prior to its publication. 

The Council NOTED the CLC’s Property and Law Round Up. 

5. CLC Budget and Business Plan 2019

a) Business Plan 2019

The Director of Strategy and External Relations introduced the proposed business 
plan for the year 2019. 

It was observed that the targets were challenging, however Council members 
were advised that the Business Plan has been streamlined to focus on core 
priorities. 

An additional item for inclusion on the Business Plan to continue to improve the 
effectiveness of AML supervision was tabled. 

The Business Plan includes visits to firms to gain a better understanding of their 
businesses, evolution of the market and delivery models.  Council members would 
be invited to join officers on the visits when scheduled 

It was recommended that the Business Plan is aligned to the LSB’s published 
‘Well Led’ criteria, to facilitate future regulatory performance assessment. 

The Council AGREED: 
(1) The Business Plan 2019, with the inclusion of continuing to improve AML

supervision;
(2) That the Business Plan 2019 include the LSB’s Well Led criteria;
(3) To circulate programmed visits to firms to Council members when the

schedule has been fixed.

Action: Jan/19/04 To include AML supervision and Well Led criteria within 
the Business Plan. 

Action: Jan/19/05 To invite Council members to join officers on programmed 
visits to practices, once arranged. 
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b) Budget 2019

The Director of Finance and Operations introduced the proposed 2019 Budget, 
which had been reviewed by the Audit and Risk Committee on 15 January 2019, 
who had commended it to Council for adoption. 

It was agreed to review options for practice fees at the Council Workshop meeting 
on 7 March 2019 and to receive a report on CLC qualifications and student 
pipelines, at the Council’s next meeting. 

The Council AGREED: 
(1) the 2019 Budget;
(2) to review options for practice fees at the Council Workshop on 7 March 2019;
(3) to receive a report at its meeting on 2 May 2019 with an overview of

educational provision and the student trajectory.

Action Jan/19/06 To review practice fee options at the Council Workshop 
meeting on 7 March 2019 

Action Jan/19/07 To include a report on education provision and the student 
trajectory on the Council agenda 2 May 2019. 

6. Compensation Fund Application
The Director of Regulatory Standards introduced a report which set out the
proposed process for determining applications for compensation claims.
It was agreed to advise members on responding to any enquiries about a specific
compensation claim.
It was recommended that reporting of all compensation claims would be
anonymised.
It was agreed to have regard to any potential for conflicts of interest (or perceived
conflicts of interest), in determining compensation claims.  The Council was
advised that there would be provision for members to declare interests and
withdraw/take no part in consideration of cases or participation in meetings where
they either have or might be perceived to have an interest.
The Council AGREED:
(1) That the Council is the decision making body responsible for determination of

the claims;
(2) To establish a Working Group to review the claims and make

recommendation to Council, comprising the following members:
• Dame Janet Paraskeva (Lay Chair);
• Andrea Pierce (Professional Member); and
• Teresa Perchard (Lay Member);
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(3) The process for determining applications as set out at Appendix A of the
submitted report;

(4) To arrange an Extraordinary meeting of the Council in September/October to
determine the claims.

Action Jan/19/08 To establish a working group to review the compensation 
claims with the membership above. 

Action Jan/19/09 To arrange an Extraordinary Council meeting 

7. Committees

a) Appointments Committee

The Council considered a summary of business undertaken by the Appointments 
Committee in 2018 and a report of its meeting held on 14 December 2018. 

The Council was advised that the Committee is recommending an amendment of 
its Terms or Reference to remove the requirement for its membership to include 
the professional member of the Remuneration Committee. 

The Council: 
(1) NOTED the Appointments Committee Annual Report 2018;
(2) NOTED draft minutes of the meeting of the Appointments Committee held on

14 December 2018;
(3) AGREED the amendment to the Appointments Committee’s Terms of

Reference proposed by the Committee.

Action Jan/19/10 To amend the Appointments Committee’s Terms of 
reference  

(b) Audit and Risk Committee

The Committee considered a summary of the Audit and Risk Committee’s business
at its meeting on 15 January 2019 and an annual report of its activities during 2018.

The Council:

(1) NOTED the report of the Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee;
(2) NOTED the Audit and Risk Committee Annual Report 2018;
(3) AGREED the Committee’s recommendation to appoint Richard Cryer as an

independent member of the Audit and Risk Committee for a further 3 year term
of office up to 18 January 2022.

Action January/19/11: to re-appoint Richard Cryer as independent member of 
the Audit and Risk Committee for a further 3 year term of office 
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c) Remuneration Committee

The Council considered a summary of the Remuneration Committee’s activities during 
2018, and a report of its meeting held on 1 November 2018. 

The Council was advised that a change to the Committee’s Terms of Reference was 
to reflect benchmarking remuneration packages was being recommended. 

The Council: 

(1) NOTED the draft Annual Report of the Remuneration Committee 2018;
(2) NOTED the draft minutes of the Remuneration Committee held on 1 November

2018;
(3) AGREED the amendment to the Remuneration Committee’s Terms of

Reference proposed by the Committee.

Action January/19/12 To amend the Remuneration Committee’s Terms of 
Reference 

8. Council Workplan

The Council was advised that the Workplan represented a current snapshot of
reports and activities planned for 2019 and that Business Plan activities, when
approved, would be incorporated.  As reported at Minute 2 b) above, review of the
Council’s Terms of Reference will be included when the governance review is
completed.

The Council had discussed a new approach to handling background information
and decision papers for Council meetings, which would be taken forward in liaison
with the Senior Management Team.

The Council NOTED the forthcoming Workplan.

Action Jan/19/13 SMT to review the format of Council Agenda

9. Annual Review of PR

The Deputy Director of Communications presented an evaluation of the CLC’s
public relations activities over the past 12 months.

Kerry Jack of Black Letter Law provided an overview of PR activity throughout 2018
against agreed metrics.

Council was advised that the CLC would be involved with March 2019 National
Apprenticeship week activities and that the CLC is a stakeholder in the Legal
Choices website.

The Council NOTED the evaluation report.
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10. Any Other Business

There were no other items of business.

11. Dates of Forthcoming Meetings

• Council Workshop – Thursday 7 March 2019, 2.30 p.m.
• Council meeting – Thursday 28 March, 2019, 11, 00 a.m.
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Council for Licensed Conveyancers 
Minutes of the Council meeting held 

on  
Wednesday 28 March 2018  

by teleconference 
  Council Present 

Dame Janet Paraskeva  (Chair) Mr. A. Clark 
Mr. A. Cogbill Ms. S. Debney 
Mrs. H. Foster 
Mr. Q. Quayle  
Mr. C. Wilby 

Ms. T. Perchard 
Ms. S. Szarka (from item 4) 

 CLC in attendance 
Mr. S. Ward Acting Chief Executive 
Ms. A. Cosens Head of Executive Office – minute taker 

  Mr. M. Smith, Scrutton Bland   (External Auditor) 

 Apologies 

Apologies for absence were received from Ms. A Pierce and for lateness from Ms. S. 
Szarka 

1. Welcome, Introductions, Declarations of Interest

In addition to previously declared interests, Quinton Quayle declared that he had
been appointed as a Lay Public Interest Council Observer on the Chartered
Institute of Taxation.

No other interests were declared.

2. Audit and Risk Committee meeting held on 20 March 2018 – Draft Minutes

The draft minutes of the meeting of the Audit and Risk Committee held on 19
March 2019, which had reviewed the Annual Financial Statements, the External
Auditor’s report and the draft Letter of Representation, were included for
information.

The Council was advised that the Audit and Risk Committee’s comments on the
Annual Financial Statements had been incorporated.

The Council NOTED the draft minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee meeting
held on 19 March 2019.

For publication: reference to information provided in 
confidence has been redacted
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(2) AUTHORISED Janet Paraskeva as Chair and Stephen Ward as Acting Chief
Executive to make any changes required to finalise and sign the annual
financial statements and arrange for their publication.
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Fee Setting 2019-20 

Purpose: Approval 

Author: Jason Hinrichsen 

Approver: Stephen Ward 

Summary 

This paper summarises the proposed fee ranges that will be used in the consultation 
as well as the various factors which are likely to affect the final fee rate proposal 
which will come to the July 2019 Council meeting for approval. 

Recommendation 

Council is asked to review and approve the range of fee cuts to be used in the fee rate 
consultation paper. 

Risk management 

There are no financial or operational issues identified in this report which need to be 
mitigated. 

Financial impact 

There is no direct financial impact resulting from this paper, however any decision to 
amend fee rates will have a financial impact. 

Diversity and inclusion impact 

There is no impact on diversity or inclusion. 

Communications requirements 

None 

Publication 

Not for publication.  

Not for publication - contains information which is: policy in development; intended for future publication
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Purpose: For approval 
Author: Jon Sacker 
Approver: Stephen Ward 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Summary 

Over a six week period in January and February the CLC consulted on the draft 
Customer Charter. There were 11 responses of which 10 were from within the 
regulated community and 1 from the LSCP. The responses were uniformly 
supportive of the initiative. The revised Charter is attached and a plan to launch the 
Charter is appended for information. 

Recommendation 

Council is asked to note the outcome of the consultation on the draft Customer 
Charter and approve the final version set out at appendix 1.   

Risk management 

The primary risk is perceived to be a lack of engagement from regulated practices.  
This will be mitigated through the communications work with support from RSMs.  

Financial impact 

We will need to allocate £5,000 not planned in the 2019 budget for the production of 
physical assets to promote the Charter.  

Diversity and inclusion impact  

None arising directly from this paper. 

Communications requirements  

None arising directly from this paper. 

Publication status of this paper 

This paper will not be published. 

Not for publication - contains information intended for future publication
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The CLC liaises with SQA and the Approved Centres to ensure that improvements continue 
to be made to the qualification scheme.  It is seeking to identify other education providers to 
become Approved Centres to expand the provision base and increase Apprenticeship 
programme delivery.  

Communications Requirements 

None arising from this report. However, as the pipeline of newly qualified CLC lawyers grows, 
we will look to increase the impact of qualification ceremonies for those new lawyers.  

Publication status.  

This report is an update for Council members only. 
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Appointments to Council Committees  

Purpose Approval 

Author: Janet Paraskeva 

Summary  
This report sets out recommendations to Council to fill vacancies on the three Council 
Committees.  

It also sets out a proposal for the approach the Appointments Committee will take to the 
management of filling a vacancy and potential reappointments to Council that will arise in 
2020.  

Recommendations 
Council is asked to agree the membership of Committees as follows: 

Appointments Committee 
• Janet Paraskeva (Chair)
• Colin Wilby (Lay member)
• Andrea Pierce (Professional Member)

Audit and Risk Committee 
• Heather Foster (Chair)
• Andrea Pierce (Professional member)
• Richard Cryer (Independent member)
• Sarah Debney (Professional member)
• Teresa Perchard (Lay member)

Remuneration Committee 
• Colin Wilby (Chair)
• Alan Cogbill (Lay member)
• Sarah Debney (Professional Member)
• Quinton Quayle (Lay member)

Risk management 
The Council is empowered by the Corporate Governance Framework to establish such 
Committees as it deems necessary for the purpose of carrying out the statutory powers and 
functions of the Council and to determine appointments to those Committees. 

In line with best practice in governance, the Council and its committees are constituted to 
sustain membership of the Council, ensure appropriate representation and accountability,  

Not for publication - contains information intended for future publication
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Financial impact 
There are no specific costs associated with the establishment of Committees, with the 
exception of expenses associated with attendance at meetings and facilities. 

Diversity and inclusion impact 
Appointment decisions are taken in line with best practice in relation to governance, 
representativeness, diversity and inclusion and equalities and experience. 

Communications requirements 
Committee membership, when agreed, will be published on the website. 

Publication status of this paper 
Not for publication – the report contains information which is intended for future publication. 
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Performance Pack Report – Q1 Out-turn 

Purpose: Noting 

Author: Jason Hinrichsen 

Approver: Sheila Kumar 

Summary  

This report comprises of the following elements: 

Section 1: Out-turn figures for the first quarter of 2019. 

Section 2: Operational performance indicators. 

Section 3: Human Resources indicators 

Section 4: Complaints made against the CLC 

Section 5: Procurement 

Section 6: Projects 

Recommendations 

Council is asked to review and note the paper. 

Risk management 

There are no financial or operational issues identified in this report which need to be 
mitigated. 

Financial impact 

There is no direct financial impact. 

Diversity and inclusion impact 

There is no impact on diversity or inclusion. 

For publication - information which is: commercially confidential; personal has been redacted
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Communications requirements 

The Audit and Risk Committee considered a version of this report at its meeting on 15 
April 2019. 

Publication 

 A summary will be posted on the website.
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The annual fee income gained from the 4 practices that came into CLC regulation is 
£30,941.  

The table below summarises the declared turnover at license renewal point since 
2002. 

 The number of current Individual licenses increased by 26 and Manager
licenses increased by 14 in the first quarter of 2019. The increase is attributed
to first licenses issued and new practices coming into regulation. The table
below summarises the number of current individual licenses at the end of Q1:
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Section 2.2 – Inspections & Monitoring 

Watchlist activity for the year is summarised below: 

Inspections conducted year to date are summarised below: 

23 routine and 1 targeted inspection has been conducted in the first quarter of 2019. 
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The status of accountant’s reports received for the 2016, 2017 and 2018 financial 
years are summarised below:  

All qualified reports are reviewed and logged immediately to determine what action 
needs to be taken. Action is dependent on the type of breach (significant or trivial), 
whether it was accidental or negligent and whether it has been resolved. Action 
would include asking for further details or scheduling a targeted inspection. 

The most common reasons for qualifications include 
• Bank reconciliations prepared late or incorrectly.
• Bookkeeping errors.
• Receipt and payment made from client account in contravention of the

accounts code.
• Issues with the office side of the client account.
• Issues with the sample of reconciliation statements selected.

Interventions 

We intervened into the practice of Robert Woods conveyancing on 2 April 2019. 
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Section 4 - Complaints against the CLC 

No complaints against the CLC were raised during Q1. 

No instances of whistleblowing have been reported. 

Section 5 - Procurement 

No significant items were procured in Q1. 

Section 6 - Projects 

There are currently no projects. 
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Progress against the 2019 Business Plan 

2019 is the second year of the CLC’s five-year strategy. Delivery against that strategy has 
been monitored by SMT and Council and the business plan for 2019 was developed in the 
light of performance in year one, 2018 as well as the changing landscape in which we 
operate.  

The full report is attached using traffic light indicators of whether activities are on track in line 
with business plan.  The only items in the business plan that have not been completed as 
initially envisaged are as follows:  

Item Description and commentary 

8 Demonstrate our market knowledge and insight to stakeholders 

While the delivery of useful information to stakeholders – through PR and 
direct channels – has of course continued, we have held off on holding 
an SMT workshop to explore new approaches until all SMT members are 
able to participate.   

16 Embed KPIs and SLAs 

Initially with a Q1 deadline, we will be undertaking a more fundamental review 
of some of the relevant processes and so delivery is likely to be in Q3.  

17 Implement enhanced stakeholder management 

This is broadly on track and stakeholder relationship leads have been 
identified. Implementation plans will be review by SMT in Q2.   
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Property and Law Round Up 

Purpose: For noting  

Author: Stephen Ward 

Summary 

This is the regulator review of major developments and the economic outlook that will affect 
the conveyancing market 

Recommendation 

Council is asked to note the contents of this round up.  

Risk management  

The information and forecasts in this round up inform our planning and risk management. 

Financial impact  

None arising from the paper.  

Diversity and inclusion impact  

None arising from the paper.  

Communications requirements  

This paper will be published on the CLC website.  

Publication status of this paper 

This paper is for publication.  

For publication
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IMPROVING THE HOME BUYING AND SELLING PROCESS 

There has been more progress on this government- and industry-driven agenda in the first quarter of 
2019.  

Transparency 
The CLC’s implementation of the ‘Informed Choice’ agenda to help consumers on the basis of better 
information about the price, service and quality and probate and conveyancing services has been 
rapid with the overwhelming majority of firms complying with the new regulations within three 
months of them coming into force. The impact of this initiative on consumer behaviour will not be 
known for a while.  

Exploiting new technology 
HM Land Registry announced that it had carried out a transaction on a blockchain platform, 
explaining that it had done so to understand the calls industry will make on the register as new 
technologies are developed and deployed. This was part of its ongoing Digital Street programme to 
prepare for new approaches.  

Around the same time, the Instant Property Network announced that it had carried out international 
real estate transactions in a trial of blockchain technology with 40 partners, including lenders. It 
plans to build its consortium of partners and to launch the next version of its transaction platform in 
September 2019.  

Third Party Managed Account (TPMA) providers continue to develop their products and ShieldPay 
published a white paper to focus discussion of the issues around the use of TPMA. PEXA, the 
Australian transaction platform are visiting the UK again in May 2019 to talk to conveyancers, 
lenders and other stakeholders as they continue to explore the potential for entering the property 
market here with a revised version of the product.  

The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government’s data team is now up to strength and 
is looking very actively at what it can do to support and speed the adoption of new technology and 
to make more data available to drive improvement across all parts of the property sector, not just 
conveyancing.  

ECONOMIC AND MARKET INDICATORS 

With employment and record highs and wages rising, it seems to be Brexit uncertainty that has held 
back the property market and we saw a very significant fall in numbers of transactions in February 
compared to the year before. Transactions for value at the Land Registry in February 2019 came to 
63184, just 73% of the February 2018 total of 86430, although some of this fall could be due to 
Easter being much later in 2019.  

It remains to be seen what effect the Brexit delay will have on market activity and whether the 
receding threat of a ‘no-deal’ Brexit will boost consumer confidence.  
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Nationwide House Price Index 
The Nationwide provides a useful longer-term perspective on house prices. 

The first chart shows the annual change in house prices by region across the UK, with greater 
London and the South East being hit with falls while other regions see growth.  

However, if we look further back, to before the last crash, to compare prices now with their 2007 
peak, the picture is reversed, with London prices currently 50% above that peak and Northern 
Ireland still 37% below the peak. Clearly there is still a very long way to go before the current price 
trends impact significantly on the underlying situation.  
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Halifax House Price Index 
The Halifax found that the average UK house price was £233,181 following a 1.6% monthly fall in 
March. They point out that the reduction partly corrected the significant growth seen in February 
and said that this “again demonstrates the risk in focusing too heavily on short-term, volatile 
measures. Industry-wide figures show that the number of mortgages being approved remains 
around 40% below pre-financial crisis levels, and we know that lower levels of activity can lead to 
bigger price movements.” 

They also noted that the combined effect of fewer houses for sale and fewer people looking to buy 
continues to support prices in the long-term.  

RICS UK Residential Market Survey 
In its March report, RICS noted that the uncertain political backdrop was causing agreed sales 
numbers and new instructions to estate agents to drop. However, it expected modest market 
improvement over the coming twelve months.  

Office for National Statistics 
ONS chart of house price changes year on year underlines how much the national average disguises 
regional variation as shown by Nationwide.   
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Building Societies Association Property Tracker 

As employment has risen job fears have weighed less heavily on potential home buyers. The 
challenge of raising a deposit remains by far the most significant barrier to property purchase 
according to the BSA. However, fears about future falls in property prices have grown over the last 
year.  
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Council Work Plan 

Purpose Noting 

Author: Audrey Cosens 

Approver: Stephen Ward 

Summary  

To provide Council members with an “in advance” outline of upcoming meetings. 

Recommendations 

The Council is invited to note the outline of business for consideration at is forthcoming 
meetings. 

Risk management 

None for the purposes of this report. 

Financial impact 

None for the purposes of this report. 

Diversity and inclusion impact 

None for the purposes of this report. 

Communications requirements 

None for the purposes of this report. 

Publication 

For publication 

For publication






